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The inspiration for the CinemaTech LeGrande is the  

famed Nuremberg ring in Germany. With its inviting  

sculptured back, the LeGrande literally cradles you as  

you move effortlessly into the perfect viewing position.  

The LeGrande will transport you into your favorite  

movie or sound track.

Model 36350
Dual-Motor

http://www.mycinematech.com/
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Dimensions

Seating Options
CinemaTech Products Have Been FeaturedIn:

CinemaTechOffers

Artisan Renderings
When a client builds a theater or  
customizes their seating, CinemaTech  
creates life-like 3-D renderings of the  
environment or seating, so the client  
can visualize the endresult. White Glove Service

CinemaTech installs the seats for the  
dealer so that their labor can focus on  
other criticalcomponents.

Custom Layouts
CinemaTech creates a layout and, if  
needed, a floorplan to show how the  
seats will be arranged.

• Over 100 leather selections featuring the top 5% of hides  
available in the world.

• Option of Customer-OwnedMaterial.
• 1.2 foam density rating versus the US standard of .7 - .8
• Endless configurations with straight arms, wedges  

and loveseats.
• Available in premium surface materials, including Elmo Leather  

and Alcantara Luxury Suede.
• Dual Motorized seat and headrest allows for independent  

movement & adjustment ofheadrest.

• 3-extension footrest for additional leg and lower-torso support.

Motorized Incliner Full Steel Seating Frame

Motorized Headrest Dual Motor Control

Silver, Black or Bronze  
Cupholder

Handcrafted In Germany

USB ChargingPort

Meets RAL international standards for
consistent high-quality, safety, healthy
living andsustainability.

*WhereapplicableSpecifications

LeGrandeModel 36350

Next-Day Material Samples
CinemaTech delivers most material  
samples the next day to meet critical  
timelines.

Front ViewSideView

Handmade Glass Contrast Cup Removable Contrast Color

Wooden Table Table Piping Holders Arm Stitching Blocking

ArmWidth Seat PanWidth Height DoubleArm*

6.5” 24” 44” 10.5”



LeGrandeModel 36350

Typical Configurations

Other configurations  
are available upon  
request.
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972.381.1071

Visit Our Showrooms

Headquarters
4319 LindberghDr
Addison, TX75001

Los Angeles Showroom  
Pacific Design Center (PDC)  
8687 Melrose Avenue M26  
West Hollywood, CA90069

Ft Lauderdale Showroom  Design 
Center of the Americas (DCOTA)  1855 
Griffin Road Suite A124
Dania Beach, Florida,33004

Essential to the Finest Home Cinemas
Since its founding in 1998, CinemaTech has created products that are essential to the finest home cinemas. Having built  
over 10,000 seats and designed over 1,000 theaters, CinemaTech has had the privilege of working with the finest estates  
in the world. Starting with the legendary, award-winning, Valentino, CinemaTech has become the gold standard for luxury  
seating, acoustical treatment and design expertise for home theaters.

We truly believe beauty comes from the inside out. All of our materials, from the seamless motor, to the premium dense  
foam and stitching are key to its beauty. Each CinemaTech product exhibits our passion for superior quality, craftsmanship  
and dedication to a premium cinema experience.

Your theater deserves CinemaTech.

Finest  
Leathers
The leather on a CinemaTech seat is unlike any other. It’s the  
finest in the world. The superior finish of CinemaTech leather  
originates from a rigorous process, in which only 5% of the  
hides meet our qualitystandards.

Each hide is selected with acute sensitivity to imperfections,  
allowing only the best to be applied to your seat.

CinemaTech’s aniline dyed leather is known for its  
exceptional beauty, rich texture and soft hand for a luxurious  
experience. Only the finest 1% of top grain hides may be  
anilinedyed.

Luxury Suede,  
Cashmeres & Wools
CinemaTech sources directly from top mills in Italy, including  
Alcantara and Loro Piana. With our partners sourcing the  
best raw materials in the world, the result is a seating surface  
that is one of the finest in the world.

Creating a premium seating surface not only entailsattention  
to details, but responsibly harvesting raw materials and  
manufacturing the material in sustainable fashion.

Be it an incliner, sofa or chaise, CinemaTech’s fabric offers the  
unique allure of comfort and timelesselegance.
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